RESTLESSLIVING
“... restlessly dedicated to contemporary living.”
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ATHERTON PAVILIONS

B

Atherton, United States

eautifully situated in a calm garden area, the
Atherton Pavilions consist of two boxed structures, imagined to merge rather than placed in
the landscape. Both boxes have an identical footprint,
height, and materials, giving a growing family additional spaces without cramping the yard nor blocking
the existing views. One box is thought to be used as
an exercise and meditation room or a play den for the
kids, and the other features an outdoor kitchen/dining
space to activate the pool area.
Feldman Architecture made “a careful study [...] identifying areas that were clear of critical root zones for
the redwoods, and with minimal visibility f rom the
residence as well as neighboring homes”, Founding
Partner, Jonathan Feldman, says. Nothing was left to
chance. In fact, a landscape consultant was also invited
to be a part of the process to fulf ill the client’s wishes
and, consequently, make the transition between garden and pavilion as seamless as possible. “Landscaping
interventions unify the two pavilions with a new water
feature and decks that float off the accessory structures”, Jonathan says. “Next to the organically shaped
pool, the kitchen pavilion acts as an extension of the
pool and outdoor lounge area, while an outdoor kitchen with a pizza oven, grill, and extensive storage compliment the new dining space”, he elaborates.
In regards to the pavilions’ facades, these are wrapped
in naturally weathering Alaskan Yellow Cedar slats that
shroud each end of both structures while screens help
form trellises on the f ront and back. “ The wood screens
serve each pavilion in contrasting ways – introducing
privacy into the exercise and meditation pavilion, and
a feeling of openness in the kitchen pavilion.” Consistent to the whole plan of building camouflaged additions to the main house, the owners encouraged a soft
wood palette, with the intent that the materials would
weather and age, further easing the relatively new objects into their verdant surroundings. In simple words:
Clever and strategic.
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Words of the Week

“

In many homes across the world, you will experience paintings on the
walls to a certain extent. Small paintings, large wall art, paintings of
various color, and paintings with no color at all. Art is used to express
a certain feeling, emotion, or atmosphere in the space. It is therefore
a natural occurrence to express yourself through the art you have
on your wall – whether it is being an original Monet or an idol poster
from a souvenir shop.
What I find interesting, however, is when the architecture is thought
to provide a painting by its own configuration. When the backdrop of
the real landscape becomes a live version of the most famous artists
works. The four projects for this week’s issue did just that in different
ways; using the surroundings as the painter’s canvas. Although, the
difference is that the natural canvas allows one to enter and interact
with the painting .
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